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POOR WAR KING, NETHER CITY

As soon as the words of blood extinguishing fell, the dark sword light suddenly appeared, and the
terrifying sword intent raged in the black fog.

The pupils of the powerful warlords such as Xuemei contracted, their spiritual power surged, or
avoided or resisted, and survived the attack, but the remaining three warlords on one side were not
so lucky.

The power of the sword light far surpassed their imagination. In the black mist, their perception
ability was greatly reduced. Even when they just noticed something was wrong, their body was
swept across by the sword light. The next moment, their consciousness dissipated.

The remaining six war kings glanced at the dead war king, their pupils contracted, and they leaned
together for the first time. The guardian war king wearing the battle armor roared, and a gray light
surged around his body, forming a huge defense. The mask, surrounded all of them.

And the other war emperors also surged in their spiritual power, watching their surroundings
vigilantly.

At this moment, the black mist surged, and a dark shadow appeared strangely, looking at the kobold
powerhouses in the gray mask.

Seeing this sudden appearance of black shadows, several kobold strong men's faces were solemn,
and Xue Mie hurriedly spoke:

"This friend, I don't know what we have offended you. We are willing to apologize and have

something to say!"

However, the response to the words of Blood Destruction was that the black mist continued to surge,
and then one after another strange black shadows appeared, surrounded by the gray mask, densely
packed, there were dozens of them.

These black shadows stood quietly, watching the six kobold war emperors, silently.

For a moment, all the kobold war emperors felt a cold breath coming from the soles of their feet,
straight to the top of their heads, cold sweat came out of their backs, and they felt a bit dry in their
throats.
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"...What the ** is this?!"

The front guardian war emperor tightened his shield tightly, and his voice became a little hoarse.

The other kobolds didn't reply, and they didn't know.

Xue Mie wanted to say something, but he still didn't say anything, all the black shadows raised the
black long sword in their hands for the first time, and slashed towards the gray mask.

There are dozens of black sword lights, and each of them has the power of the Emperor of War.

The roar sounded, the gray mask vibrated, and then suddenly shattered.

The guardian war emperor's face changed drastically, and he roared, his body was full of gray rays
of light surging, his whole body swelled in a circle, and his body seemed to be transformed into a
rock-like material.

And the other kobolds also roared one after another, and a series of powerful combat skills emerged,
blasting the surrounding shadows.

Boom boom boom! !

The roar sounded constantly, some dark shadows were repelled, but more dark shadows rushed up.

If it is one-to-one, the strength of these kobold war emperors is not too weak, and is similar to that
of Sombra.

But the difference in number is nearly ten times, which is too big.

Almost instantly, several kobold war emperors roared and were submerged, full of unwillingness to
roar.

With the death of the six kobold warlords, the black fog gradually dissipated, revealing a huge forest
again, leaving only the corpses of a few kobold warlords and the items dropped by these kobold

warlords.

At this moment, the space fluctuated and Lu Yuan's body emerged.

He glanced at the corpse on the ground, the corners of his mouth raised, and a smile appeared.

I have to say that the Kingdom of Shadows is pretty good.

He can kill several Kobolds of the Battle Emperor rank without having to act.



It is estimated that these kobolds do not know why they died until they die.

Lu Yuan watched the corpses of several kobolds dissipate in white light, and happily picked up the
fallen objects on the ground and counted them.

Among them, there are more than 100,000 fourth-order spiritual crystals, more than 30,000
fifth-order spiritual crystals, and more than 4,000 sixth-order spiritual crystals. In addition, there
are thousands of fourth-order materials, hundreds of fifth-order materials, and Dozens of

sixth-order materials.

In addition, there are four fourth-tier lord-level genetic weapons, one fifth- tier lord-level genetic
weapons, and one sixth-tier king-level genetic weapons, as well as two curses.

There is no extraordinary gene.

The smile on Lu Yuan's face froze, and the combined value of these things may only be a few
hundred thousand sixth-order spirit crystals.

So poor.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but spit out.

This is a total of six warlord-level powerhouses, and four warlord-level powerhouses.

So many strong people can only gain so much when they add up. Isn't it too weak?

Lu Yuan was unable to complain.

He shook his head helplessly. Forget it, no matter how few mosquito legs are, it is meat. Then, if
you evolve a few genetic weapons, you can sell it at a good price.

…………

Bloodbone Star.

In a castle in Bloodbone City, a white light flashed, and a ** body appeared.

His face was still a little pale, and he was breathing heavily.

The feeling of death in the land of origin is uncomfortable. Needless to say, the physical pain is
severe, and the mental fatigue is also very exhausted.

However, even with such an uncomfortable feeling, he still couldn't extinguish the panic and anger
in Xuedie's heart.



"Damn...damn...damn! What the * is that?! Which * is it? Why are we fighting against our **
kobolds?"

He roared and roared, his whole body surging uncontrollably, and some of the furniture in the room
instantly turned into ashes. Even the maids and servants in the castle and some guards felt that their
chests were stuffy, and many weak people even more. It was falling to the ground in pain.

Soon, the door of the room opened, and a warlord walked in, with a shocked expression on his face:

"Master Blood, what's wrong with you?"

Only then did Xue Mie come back to his senses, he took a deep breath, calmed down his mood, and
then said with an ugly face:

"It's okay, I'll go out!"

With that said, regardless of the strange look in the king's eyes, he walked out of the room and rose

into the sky.

He came to another castle not far away and rang the doorbell of the castle.

Soon, a kobold in a scarlet robe walked out, and after seeing the blood gone, he respectfully bent
over:

"Blood Destroyer Lord."

"Well, is Master Broken Mountain at home? I have something to report."

The kobold had a meal, then glanced at the ** extinction: "The master is at home."

Xue Mie nodded and entered the door.

…………

In the land of origin, another twenty days passed.

Lu Yuan was cultivating. Suddenly, he paused and took out the communication crystal.

In the communication crystal, Ye Ye's pretty face appeared.

She opened the mouth and said: "A Yuan, the trial is scheduled for two days. Can you come over
now?"

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows: "So fast? Then I'm past now, am I in Nether City?"



"Yeah. I'll pick you up in the teleportation hall."

"good."

Lu Yuan nodded with a smile.

Afterwards, he finished his training, got up and left the gravity room.

For about forty days of cultivation, Lu Yuan absorbed 24,000 seventh-order spiritual crystals
every day, which adds up to nearly a million seventh-order spiritual crystals, plus the remaining
temperament, and now the temperament of the star roaming sky. Has reached around 50.

As Lu Yuan’s strongest transcendent gene right now, the improvements brought by the starry sky
roaming are still extremely huge. Needless to say, the use of space abilities is just the basic attribute
improvement brought by the tempering and promotion of transcendent genes, allowing all aspects of
Lu Yuan to be improved. The attributes have been improved by almost 30%.

For Lu Yuan's 30%, he was already extremely powerful.

Lu Yuan's combat power has more than doubled compared to when he first started.

Because Red Maple City did not have a teleportation array to directly teleport to Nether City, Lu
Yuan first teleported from Red Maple City to Baiyun City, and then from Baiyun City to Nether

City.

As the most important city for cat people, the Nether City Teleportation Hall is basically filled with
cat people.

Although there are other races, but the number is very small.

Lu Yuan himself has a notorious reputation. When he saw Lu Yuan in the Nether City Teleportation

Array, all the cat people looked at him curiously, with a look of inquiry in their eyes.

However, unlike the human side, someone would come up to sign if Lu Yuan accidentally asked for
an autograph. Cat people might be more reserved in this regard.

Of course, it may also be because Lu Yuan is not a cat person.

Under everyone's gaze, Lu Yuan left the teleportation hall.

After seeing Lu Yuan's departure, the people whispered and discussed.

"It was Lu Yuan before? How did he come here?"



"Stupid! I heard that the royal trial is about to begin. You don't know the relationship between Lu

Yuan and our Princess Ye Ye? Presumably Lu Yuan is here to help us Princess Ye Ye."

"So that's the case. That's true. Princess Ye Ye, Prince Ye Jing, and Prince Ye Heng all broke
through to the King of War during this time. The royal trial should indeed begin."

"Hey, there are three princes and princesses participating in this royal trial, which is interesting."

"I don't know which prince or princess can get the first place?"

"Then you need to say? Princess Ye Ye herself is the seventh breakthrough in the Tianjiao list.
Compared with Prince Ye Jing and Prince Ye Heng, you are much stronger, and Lu Yuan's strength,
you won't doubt it? It’s Princess Ye Ye who has the advantage."

"That's not necessarily true. Although the strength of the three Highnesses, I think Princess Yeye is
definitely the first, but the supporter is not necessarily the contemporary Tianjiao. Although Lu
Yuan is extremely strong and talented, he has just broken through after all. It’s just the King of War.
Prince Ye Jing and Prince Ye Heng have a very broad friendship. If they invite the former Tianjiao,
it will not necessarily be worse than Lu Yuan? Maybe it will be stronger."

"This makes sense. Lu Yuan's strength talent is probably ranked among the top ranks of Tianjiao in
the past, but after all, there is still a lack of time."

"Hey~ that's not necessarily. Do you remember that when Lu Yuan defeated Aimen, he had an
overwhelming victory. Now that he has broken through to the Battle King level, even if his training
time is short, he may not be the opponent of other Battle Kings, right? Princess Shang Ye Ye, their
odds of winning are still very high."

Everyone talked a lot, and Lu Yuan had already walked out of the teleportation hall.

Outside the hall, Lu Yuan quickly saw Ye Ye and Xiao Bai.

Beside the two of them, Ye Tian Mandrill was still squatting.

The cat people nearby would always bend down and salute after seeing Ye Ye with respectful
expressions.

Ye Ye and Xiao Bai also saw Lu Yuan, and they walked towards Lu Yuan.

"A Yuan."

"Master Lu Yuan."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Well, Yeye seems to be quite beloved, right?"



Ye Ye was taken aback for a moment, and then nodded slightly, with a dazed expression of pride:
"The Ye Clan is the guardian of the cat people. I will also be in the future."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "I believe that with Yeye's strength, the future will definitely not be worse
than your ancestors."

Ye Ye pressed her red lips, nodded slightly, her eyes a little firm.

Xiaobai said: "Your Highness, let's go back to the Nether Palace first."

Ye Ye returned to her senses and waved to Ye Tian Mandrill: "Xiao Xiao, come."

Ye Tian Mandrill let out a low growl in discomfort, glared at Lu Yuan, and walked over slowly.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but smile. He had been ridden so many times. Is this guy still so proud?

"By the way, I went to the Devil Dragon Mountain Range during this period of time and got some

Devil Dragon meat. It should taste good, and I will roast it when the time comes."

Ye Ye's eyes lit up and she nodded vigorously: "Yeah!"

The Ye Tian Mandrill on the side opened his mouth, and his saliva was about to flow down.

Lu Yuan glanced at it. This product has been carried by Ye Ye every day.

The three of them got on the back of Yetian Mandrill, and Yetian Mandrill rose into the sky, turned
into streamer, and flew towards Netherworld Palace.

Nether City was much larger than Red Maple City and Tianluo City. Although it was still smaller
than Baiyun City, it was also one of the largest cities Lu Yuan had ever seen.

After all, it is a city built by War Saint.

Lu Yuan sighed as he looked down at the invisible city.

Ye Tian Mandrill was extremely fast, and it didn't take long to arrive at the central area of
  Nether City.

In the center is a city within a city, about ten kilometers in size, with landscaped pavilions inside,
and the building is of a different architectural style from humans.

When Ye Tian Mandrill approached, a cat-man team flew out.



Lu Yuan's gaze swept away, his pupils shrank slightly, and the cat man headed by him turned out to

be a war emperor.

Even the members of the squad are all powerhouses at the battle king level.

It is worthy of the power of having a strong saint of war.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

After seeing Ye Ye, the Cat Man War Emperor bowed slightly:

"It turned out to be His Royal Highness Ye Ye~www.mtlnovel.com~ He glanced at Lu Yuan

without a trace, and quickly withdrew his gaze.

Ye Ye nodded, and then let Ye Tian Mandrill fly into the city, and flew towards a other courtyard

to the north.

Seeing this scene, the cat-man war emperor was stunned, somewhat astonished:

"His Royal Highness actually let Lu Yuan enter her palace directly? This..."

The other warlords were also a little surprised.

After being silent for a while, the Cat Man War King shook his head and turned to look at the war

kings:

"As if I didn't see it."

A crowd of cat people nodded: "Yes!"

When Ye Tian Mandrill landed, Lu Yuan glanced over and found that the yard was very large, with
a length and width of more than 300 square meters. On one side of the yard, there was a gorgeous
three-story attic.

Every night he said:

"This is my bedroom, and there are still a few days before the trial, so you live here."

Xiao Bai on the side opened his mouth, and finally stood silently on the spot, without speaking
much.

Lu Yuan didn't feel much, he nodded, "Okay."



Then every night he took out a bunch of barbecue tools and placed them on a clearing, and then
looked forward to seeing Lu Yuan.

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, and he silently took out a huge dragon corpse.

Even if it is death, there is still a strong aura on the devil dragon.

Ye Ye's eyes widened slightly, and Xiao Bai's face changed drastically, exclaiming:

"This is... the Beast King?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "In fact, there were a few Beastmaster-class corpses, but I think the
Beastmaster-class should be more delicious."

When Ye Ye heard the food, he nodded seriously.
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